THE PROPEL PROGRAM
empowering young women entrepreneurs

SPRING 2021 PROPELLERS

ALEXI KAUR SANDHU
MEDILL '22
PROJECT: NAME TBD
Real estate investment platform that connects new or inexperienced investors and helps them invest in individual commercial properties or homes.

ANJALI SHAH
MCCORMICK '24
PROJECT: THE SHOE SCALE
The Shoe Scale is a lower extremity weight bearing sensor used by patients undergoing physical therapy during mobility exercises.

CATHERINE LAMB
KELLOGG '22
PROJECT: LIQUID CONFIDENCE
Liquid Confidence is a liquor-based functional beverage to help you party without compromise.

LEIGH MIRON
KELLOGG '22
PROJECT: BIG TALK
Big Talk is a communication approach centered around questions that are universal and open-ended, eliciting stories to help people skip small talk and build meaningful relationships.

MCKENNA TROY
BIENEN + SoC '23
PROJECT: TROY GARDENS
Troy Gardens is an herbal tea business that sources entirely from small, organic gardens in the US.

JULIA RELOVA
SoC '22
PROJECT: ANYWHERE IS HOME
Anywhere is Home is a podcast that explores the complexities of "home" through interviews with individuals on their thoughts on the who, what, where, and when of home.

SHREYA BHADRIRAJU
SoC '21
PROJECT: GOLDEN HOUR
Golden Hour is a digital media company aiming to build a community of empowered female-identifying youth through foundations of knowledge.

To learn more about Propel, visit: thegarage.nu/propel